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Abstract – Cloud computing has become one of the fastest
growing fields in computer science. As the new computing
service pattern of cloud computing develops rapidly, the
security problem of cloud computing has become a hot
research topic. Before the user passes important data or
computing task to the cloud, the user of the cloud may want
to verify the trusted status of the platform which actually
carries out the computing task in the cloud. And the remote
attestation mechanism in Trusted Computing is suited for
the cloud user's verification need. Cloud computing
basically provides people the way to share heterogeneous
distributed resources and various services that belong to
various organizations or sites. Since cloud computing share
heterogeneous distributed resources via the network
through in the open Internet
Technology environment, thus it makes security problems
necessary for us to develop the cloud computing application
environment. In this paper, we pay attention to the security
requirements in cloud computing environment system. We
proposed a method to build a trusted computing
environment for cloud computing system by integrating the
trusted computing platform into the security of cloud
computing system. We propose a model system in which
cloud computing system is combined with trusted
computing platform with trusted platform module. In this
model, some important security services, including
authentication, confidentiality and integrity, are provided in
cloud computing system.

weak economy, have accelerated interest in cloud
computing.
A cloud can be private or public. A public cloud sells
services to anyone on the Internet. (Currently, Amazon
Web Services is the largest public cloud provider.) A
private cloud is a proprietary network or a data center that
supplies hosted services to a limited number of people.
When a service provider uses public cloud resources to
create their private cloud, the result is called a virtual
private cloud. Private or public, the goal of cloud
computing is to provide easy, scalable access to
computing resources and IT services.

Keywords – Distributed System, Cloud Computing,
Trusted Service, Trusted Computing Platform, Trusted
Platform Module.

Definition of Cloud Computing: Cloud computing is
a general term for anything that involves delivering
hosted services over the Internet. These services are
broadly divided into three categories: Infrastructure-as-aService, Platform-as-a-Service and Software-as-aService. The name cloud computing was inspired by the
cloud symbol that's often used to represent the Internet in
flowcharts and diagrams.
A cloud service has three distinct characteristics that
differentiate it from traditional hosting. It is sold on
demand, typically by the minute or the hour; it is elastic -a user can have as much or as little of a service as they
want at any given time; and the service is fully managed
by the provider (the consumer needs nothing but a
personal computer and Internet access). Significant
innovations in virtualization and distributed computing,
as well as improved access to high-speed Internet and a

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing is a new computing model that
distributes the computing missions on a resource pool
that includes a large amount of computing resources. It
is the result of development of infrastructure as a service
(IAAS), platform as a service (PAAS), and software as a
service (SAAS). With broadband Internet access, Internet
users are able to acquire computing resource, storage
space and other kinds of software services according to
their needs. In cloud computing, with a large amount of
various computing resources, users can easily solve their
problems with the resources provided by a cloud. This
brings great flexibility for the users. Using cloud
computing service, users can store their critical data in
servers and can access their data anywhere they can with
the Internet and do not need to worry about system
breakdown or disk faults, etc. Also, different users in one
system can share their information and work, as well as
play games together. Many important companies such as
Amazon, Google, IBM, Microsoft, and Yahoo are the
forerunners that provide cloud computing services.
Recently more and more companies such as Sales force,
Face book, YouTube, MySpace etc. also begin to provide
all kinds of cloud computing services for Internet users.
Cloud computing gets its name from the drawings
typically used to describe the Internet. Cloud computing
is a new consumption and delivery model for IT services.
The concept of cloud computing represents a shift in
thought, in that end users need not know the details of a
specific technology. The service is fully managed by the
provider. Users can consume services at a rate that is set
by their particular needs. This on demand service can
be provided at Cloud service providers are making a
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substantial effort to secure their systems, in order to
minimize the threat of insider attacks, and reinforce the
confidence of customers. For example, they protect and
restrict access to the hardware facilities, adopt stringent
accountability and auditing procedures, and minimize the
number of staff who has access to critical components of
the infrastructure [5]. any time

Fig.1. Cloud computing services
Nevertheless, insiders that administer the software
systems at the provider backend ultimately still possess
the technical means to access customers’ VMs. Thus,
there is a clear need for a technical solution that
guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of
computation, in a way that is verifiable by the customers
of the service. For example, Terra is able to prevent the
owner of a physical host from inspecting and interfering
with a computation. Terra also provides a remote
attestation capability that enables a remote party to
determine upfront whether the host can securely run the
computation. This mechanism reliably detects whether or
not the host is running a platform implementation that
the remote party trusts. These platforms can effectively
secure a VM running in a single host. However, many
providers run data centers comprising several hundreds
of machines, and a customer’s VM can be dynamically
scheduled to run on any one of them. This complexity
and the opaqueness of the provider backend create
vulnerabilities that traditional trusted platforms cannot
address.

II. CLOUD COMPUTING AND SECURITY
Cloud computing provides Internet-based services,
computing, and storage for users in all markets including
financial, healthcare, and government. This new
approach to computing allows users to avoid upfront
hardware and software investments, gain flexibility,
collaborate with others, and take advantage of the
sophisticated services that cloud providers offer.
However, security is a huge concern for cloud users[2].
Cloud providers have recognized the cloud security
concern and are working hard to address it. In fact, cloud
security is becoming a key differentiator and competitive
edge between cloud providers. By applying the strongest
security techniques and practices, cloud security may
soon be raised far above the level that IT departments
achieve using their own hardware and software. To

recognize the latest approaches to cloud security, you
must first understand the fundamental Trusted
Computing technologies on which these approaches are
based. Then you’ll learn how to apply them in the cloud.

III. TRUSTED COMPUTING
One approach to achieve trustworthy computations in
cloud infrastructures is to adapt existing trusted
Computing solutions to the cloud computing paradigm or
to use these solutions as building blocks in new cloud
architecture models [1]. The most prominent approach to
Trusted Computing technology has been specified by the
Trusted Computing Group (TCG). The TCG proposes to
extend common computing platforms with trusted
components in software and hardware. In particular the
hardware extension, called Trusted Platform Module
(TPM) acts as a hardware trust anchor and enables the
integrity measurement of the platform's software stack at
boot-/load-time and the secure reporting of these
measurements to a remote party. Thus, it provides the
means to achieve verifiability and transparency of a
trusted platform's software state. Trusted Computing,
based on the TPM and its remote attestation feature,
enables the establishment of trusted execution
environments in commodity cloud infrastructures.
However, the reliable and efficient attestation of the
execution environment at run-time is a research
problem to which no complete solution exists yet.
Trusted Platform Module: Cloud providers have
recognized the cloud security concern and are working
hard to address it. In fact, cloud security is becoming a
key differentiator and competitive edge between cloud
providers. By applying the strongest security techniques
and practices, cloud security may soon be raised far
above the level that IT departments achieve using their
own hardware and software. To provide stronger
computer security than software alone can provide, TCG
has defined the specification for the widely
implemented Trusted Platform Module (TPM)[7]. The
TPM is an international standard, hardware security
component built into many computers and computerbased products. The TPM includes capabilities such as
machine authentication, hardware encryption, signing,
secure key storage, and attestation. Encryption and
signing are well-known techniques, but the TPM makes
them stronger by storing keys in protected hardware
storage. Machine authentication is a core principle that
allows clouds to authenticate to a known machine to
provide this machine and user a higher level of service as
the machine is known and authenticated. Attestation
requires a bit more explanation. When this feature is
used, the TPM monitors software as it is loaded and
provides secure reports on exactly what is running on the
machine. This monitoring and reporting are especially
important in the virtualized environment of cloud
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computing where viruses and worms can hide in many
places. However, these other TCG specifications can
work without a TPM at a lower security level by using
software only approach.
Trusted Network Connect: TCG’s Trusted Network
Connect (TNC) architecture provides an industry
standard approach to network security and network
access control (NAC) that works with leading providers
such as Microsoft and Cisco. The Trusted Network
Connect (TNC) Work Group has defined and released an
open architecture and a growing set of standards for
endpoint integrity [7]. The TNC architecture enables
network operators to enforce policies regarding endpoint
integrity at or after network connection. The standards
ensure multi-vendor interoperability across a wide
variety of endpoints, network technologies, and policies.

IV. TRUSTED NETWORK CONNECT (TNC)
ARCHITECTURE

The Trusted Network Connect (TNC) architecture is a
standards-based framework for Network Access Control
(NAC) that bases network access decisions on security
state information gathered from a wide variety of sensors
across a multi-vendor environment. The TNC architecture
is part of the larger Trusted Computing Architecture
promoted by the Trusted Security Group with the
purpose of creating more secure computing environments
[14]. The basic objective of TNC from the perspective of
endpoint integrity is to deny network access to endpoints
that do not meet certain minimum security criteria or
quarantined during remediation to prevent further
infection. Has strong user authentication allows guest
access blocks the access of unsafe endpoints extends
access control to clientless endpoints such as IP phones
and printers coordinates security devices across the
enterprise.
Trusted Storage: TCG’s Trusted Storage
specification provides a manageable, enterprise-wide
means for implementing full-disk encryption using
hardware included right in the drive. These drives,
known as self encrypting drives, simplify the enterprise
encryption process for handling sensitive data, since all
data, applications, and drivers are encrypted internal to
the drive and key management is an integral part of the
design.
The hardware-based encryption can take advantage of
the TPM if desired and does not require user intervention
or impact system performance, unlike traditional
software-only encryption schemes that require cycle
time from the main processor. With a self-encrypting
drive, when a drive is removed for any reason
(maintenance, end of life or even theft), the data is
completely useless to criminals since they don’t know the
encryption key.

Fig.2. TNC Architecture

V. CRITICAL AREAS FOR CLOUD COMPUTING
The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) [2] has developed
a 76-page security guide that identifies many areas for
concern in cloud computing [3]. This environment is
a new model which cannot be well protected by
traditional “perimeter” security approaches. From this
exhaustive document, we have selected six specific areas
of the cloud computing environment where equipment
and software implementing TCG specifications can
provide substantial security improvements [14]. Areas
for security concerns in cloud computing:(1) Data at rest
(2) Data in transit
(3) Authentication
(4) Separation between customers
(5) Cloud legal and regulatory issues and
(6) Incident response

Fig.3.

Securing data at rest: Cryptographic encryption is
certainly the best practice and in many U.S. states and
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countries worldwide, it’s the law for securing data at
rest at the cloud provider. Fortunately, hard drive
manufacturers are now shipping self encrypting drives
that implement the TCG’s Trusted Storage standards.
Self-encrypting drives build encryption hardware into the
drive, providing automated encryption with minimal cost
or performance impact. Software encryption can also be
used, but it is slower and less secure since the encryption
key can be copied off the machine without detection.

VI. TOWARDS A EUROPEAN VISION
Cloud systems are no pure research aspect, but a
commercial reality that fulfils the required capabilities,
even though typically only to a limited degree
(considering its full diversity). What is more, cloud
provisioning is currently predominated by the American
market with the first efforts of Europe only slowly arising
in commerce. Even though Europe owns a rich set of
resource infrastructures, the US have a considerable
advantage and employed it to set up various cloud
systems (such as Amazon, eBay, Google, Microsoft).
On the other hand, one can note a strong similarity
between the business incentives for Grid vendors and
Cloud providers, as well as strong overlaps in the
technological basis. Indeed many European Grid
vendors are already moving their offers from Grid to
Cloud concepts, enhancing in particular on the
elasticity and pay-per-use aspects. The according
hurdle of infrastructure availability and of the
technological adaptation process is thus lower for these
vendors, providing Europe if not with a head-start, so at
least with a good starting position. Obviously, this does
not imply that only Grid vendors can become Cloud
providers and in fact many Cloud providers already set
up their own infrastructures and capabilities
independent of any Grid technologies. Most service
providers and data-centres will employ cloud
infrastructures for their internal use, but also to support
the quality of services and capabilities they sell to the
customers. With the varying scope of requirements,
including location, legislation and cost, cloud
infrastructures cannot be restricted to a single nation or
country, but instead will span a global network. Such a
“loose federation of cloud systems”, where a virtual
environment can principally be dispersed all over the
world, shows strong similarity to the original ideas of
distributed computing, utility computing and grid
systems.
It is therefore of particular interest to identify how
and to what degree especially Europe can contribute to
realising this vision. This section will analyse the
specific strengths and weaknesses of Europe’s industry
and research community to identify the specific
opportunities of Europe to shape Cloud computing,
most simply, extends an enterprise’s ability to meet the

computing demands of its everyday operations.
Offering flexibility and choice, mobility and scalability,
all coupled with potential cost savings, there is
significant benefit to leveraging cloud computing.
However, the area that is causing organizations to
hesitate most when it comes to moving business
workloads into public clouds is security. For example,
IDC conducted a survey of 244 IT executives/CIOs and
their line-of-business (LOB) colleagues to gauge their
opinions and understand their companies’ use of IT
Cloud Services. Security ranked first as the greatest
challenge or issue attributed to cloud computing.
“By far, the #1 concern about cloud services is
security. With their businesses’ information and critical
IT resources outside the firewall, customers worry
about their vulnerability to attack.”
- Frank Gens, Senior Vice President and Chief Analyst,
IDC

How are you flying in the cloud?
Enterprises are flying in the cloud computing in two
ways. First, CIOs, recognizing that increased
competitive advantage, cost savings, expanded capacity
and failover flexibility are just too enticing to pass up,
are looking at cloud computing and asking how they
can maintain security policy and compliance integrity
in this new and dynamic environment. Second,
departments or workgroups, eager for immediate
computing resources and results, are jumping at cloud
computing, possibly oblivious to the security
implications of putting critical applications and data in
cloud environments.

Cloud Security Challenges
At first glance, the security requirements for cloud
computing providers would appear to be the same as
traditional datacenters - apply a strong network security
perimeter and keep the bad guys out. However, as
previously stated, physical segregation and hardwarebased security cannot protect against attacks between
virtual machines on the same server. For cloud
computing providers to gain from the efficiencies of
virtualization, virtual machines from multiple
organizations will need to be co-located on the same
physical resources. The following outlines some of the
primary concerns that enterprises should be aware of
when planning their cloud computing deployments.

Administrative Access to Servers and Applications
One of the most important characteristics of cloud
computing is that it offers “self-service” access to
computing power, most likely via the Internet. In
traditional datacenters, administrative access to servers
is controlled and restricted to direct or on-premise
connections. In cloud computing, this administrative
access must now be conducted via the Internet,
increasing exposure and risk. It is extremely important
to restrict administrative access and monitor this access
to maintain attack surface and risk of VM-to-VM
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compromise. Intrusion detection and prevention
systems need to be able to detect malicious activity at
the virtual-machine level, regardless of the location of
the VM within the virtualized cloud environment.

Securing Dormant Virtual Machines
Unlike a physical machine, when a virtual machine is
offline, it is still available to any application that can
access the virtual machine storage over the network,
and is therefore susceptible to malware infection.
However, dormant or offline VMs do not have the
ability to run an antimalware scan agent. Dormant
virtual machines may exist not just on the hypervisor
but can also be backed up or archived to other servers
or storage media. In cloud computing environments, the
responsibility for the protection and scanning of
dormant machines rests with the cloud provider.
Enterprises using cloud computing should look for
cloud service providers that can secure these dormant
virtual machines and maintain cohesive security in the
cloud.

VII. PERFORMANCE IMPACT OF
TRADITIONAL SECURITY
Existing content security solutions were created prior
to the concept of x86 virtualization and cloud
computing and were not designed to operate in cloud
environments. In a cloud environment, where virtual
machines from different tenants share hardware
resources, concurrent full system scans can cause
debilitating performance degradation on the underlying
host machine. Cloud service providers providing a
baseline of security for their hosting clients can address
this problem by performing resource-intensive scans at
the hypervisor level thereby eliminating this contention
at the host level.

Data Integrity: Co-Location, Compromise and
Theft
According to the 2008 Data Breach Investigations
Report conducted by Verizon Business Risk Team,
59% of data breaches resulted from hacking and
intrusions. Dedicated resources are expected to be more
secure than shared resources. The attack surface in fully
or partially shared cloud environments would be
expected to be greater and cause increased risk.
Enterprises need confidence and auditable proof that
cloud resources are not being tampered with nor
compromised, particularly when residing on shared
physical infrastructure. Operating system and
application files and activities need to be monitored.

Encryption and Data Protection
Many regulations and standards such as the PCI DSS
and HIPAA include requirements for the use of
encryption to protect critical information—such as
cardholder data and personally identifiable information
(PII)—to achieve compliance or safe harbor in the

event of a breach. The multi-tenant nature of the cloud
amplifies these requirements and creates unique
challenges with the accessibility and protection of
encryption credentials used to ensure data protection.
Radius: - Since the TNC architecture is part of the
authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA)
architecture, it is only natural that some of the same
protocols from contemporary AAA implementations be
pressed into service within the TNC framework. A key
AAA protocol is RADIUS.
Securing data in transit:-Encryption techniques
should also be used for data in transit. In addition,
authentication and integrity protection ensure that data
only goes where the customer wants it to go and is not
modified in transit. Well- established protocols such as
SSL/TLS should be used here. The tricky part is strong
authentication, as described next.
Authentication:- User authentication is often the
primary basis for access control, keeping the bad guys
out while allowing authorized users in with a minimum
of fuss. In the cloud environment, authentication and
access control are more

Fig.4. Cloud Web Architecture
Important than ever since the cloud and all of its data
are accessible to anyone over the Internet. The TPM can
easily provide stronger authentication than username and
passwords [15]. TCG’s IF-MAP standard allows for realtime communication between the cloud provider and the
customer about authorized users and other security
issues. When a user is fired or reassigned, the customer’s
identity management system can notify the cloud
provider in real-time so that the user’s cloud access can
be modified or revoked within seconds. If the fired user
is logged into the cloud, they can be immediately
disconnected. Trusted Computing enables Authentication
of client PCs and other devices, which also is critical to
ensuring security in cloud computing.
Separation between customers: One of the more
obvious cloud concerns is separation between a cloud
provider’s users (who may be competing companies or
even hackers) to avoid inadvertent or intentional access
to sensitive information. Typically a cloud provider
would use virtual machines (VMs) and a hypervisor to
separate customers. TCG technologies can provide
significant security improvements for VM and virtual
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network separation [9]. In addition, the TPM can
provide hardware-based verification of hypervisor and
VM integrity. The TNC architecture and standards can
provide strong network separation and security.
Cloud legal and regulatory issues: To verify that
a cloud provider has strong policies and practices that
address legal and regulatory issues, each customer must
have its legal and regulatory experts inspect cloud
provider policies and practices to ensure their adequacy.
The issues to be considered include data security and
export, compliance, auditing, data retention and
destruction, and legal discovery [7]. In the areas of data
retention and deletion, Trusted Storage and TPM access
techniques can play a key role in limiting access to
data.
Incident response: As part of expecting the
unexpected, customers need to plan for the possibility of
cloud provider security breaches or user misbehavior. An
automated response or at least automated notification is
the best solution. TCG’s IF-MAP (Metadata Access
Protocol) specification enables the integration of
different security systems and provides real- time
notification of incidents and of user misbehavior.

VI. FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we argue that concerns about the
confidentiality and integrity of their data and
computation are a major deterrent for enterprises looking
to embrace cloud computing. The TPM can be an
independent entity that works on behalf of cloud
computing customers. Inside every server in the cloud,
the TPM and associated software can check what is
installed on each machine and verify the machine’s
health. When it detects a problem, TNC technology can
immediately restrict access to a device or server. For
securing data at rest in the cloud or in clients that access
cloud data, self-encrypting drives based on Trusted
Storage provide the ultimately secure solution.
Organizations that have already implemented TCGbased solutions can leverage their corporate investment
in hardware, software and policies and re-use them for
cloud computing. If cloud computing represents an
organization’s initial implementation of TCG-based
technology used by the cloud provider, the rest of the
organization should be re- evaluated for areas where
TCG technology can provide improved internal security,
including: activating TPMs, use of self-encrypting drives
and network access control through TNC.Security of
cloud
computing
model
used
authentication,
confidentiality and integrity, this three techniques
provided in cloud computing system security. We plan
to implement a fully functional prototype based on our
design and evaluate its performance in the near future.

VII. CONCLUSION
This work represents a new paradigm of information
protection and security in cloud computing. We examined
and defined a new trust model for cloud computing and
addressed the core security challenge of utility cloud
computing with multi-tenancy. We have shown that
using trusted computing technologies in the cloud
computing environment can benefit both operators and
clients. Utility cloud computing can provide many
benefits to companies wishing to reduce their IT
expenses and overhead. Security of information in the
cloud and the trustworthiness of the cloud environment
is a major concern with IaaS clouds. We describe three
example IaaS cloud computing applications: a cloud
web server, a cloud datacenter, and a corporate virtual
desktop. These applications benefit from the added
security of using the TVEM and VTN to manage trust.
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